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Dada Spectrum presents the most 
comprehensive inquiry into the nature 
and position of Dada within the avant 
garde movements of the twentieth 
century. Interdisciplinary in nature the 
essays analyze the revolution in film, 
typography, literature, and visual arts. 
The contributors, well-known in the 
field, present a unique diversity of 
perspectives and approaches to the 
Dada movement.
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—  The Johns Hopkins University Press—
diacritics
a review of contemporary criticism 
Richard Klein, Editor
Diacritics is the preeminent forum for contemporary literary and crit­
ical theory. Fostering speculation and debate, each issue examines 
innovative and seminal modern criticism. Recent issues have focused 
on such noted practitioners as Jacques Derrida, Marc Eli Blanchard, 
and Irlemar Cortez.
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Once & for ALL
Comprehensive offering of rare original illustrated 
books, complete runs of the great Dada magazines, 
Dada posters & broadsides, photographs, exhibition & 
oeuvre catalogs, documentary literature.
The most important catalog of Dada materials since 
the auction of the Tristan Tzara collection in 1968. 336 
items, carefully described and annotated, with 164 
illustrations.
An indispensable reference tool for scholars, students, 
collectors of Dada materials.
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